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INTRODUCTION

The study area is situated in the north western rising
flank of Tranquebar sub-basin of Cauvery basin and forms
part of the Kuthalam prospect. Commercial quantities of gas
have been established from the sandstone reservoirs of
Andimadam and Bhuvanagiri formations of Cretaceous age.
Results of some of the step-out wells drilled for the gas pools
have established presence of liquid hydrocarbons at the same
structural level within the same stratigraphic unit. These fluid
anomalies could not be explained with the available structural
and reservoir understanding.

Pre Stack imaging in time and depth was carried out
on some 2D seismic lines over the prospect for better imaging.
These results along with the stratigraphic inversion on the full
fold post stack 3D volume have brought out a new play concept
and enabled defining the reservoir limits.

GEOLOGY OF THE AREA

The Kuthalam prospect is located in the southwestern
flank of Kumbakonam-Madanam ridge (Fig.1). The area is
dissected by a number of ENE-WSW trending basement
controlled normal faults defining elongated fault blocks, which
are affected by a NNW-SSE trending transverse faults giving
rise to present structural configuration. The generalized
stratigraphy of Cauvery basin is given in Fig.2. The sandstone
reservoirs within the Andimadam and Bhuvanagiri formations
are the main hydrocarbon bearing units within the Kuthalam
prospect. These sandstone reservoirs have been deposited
under middle shelf to upper bathyal conditions as slumps and
debris flows. The marine transgressive Sattapadi shales
overlying the Andimadam formation forms the regional cap
rock. The shales within the Andimadam formation in the
deeper basinal areas form the main source facies within the
area.

PROBLEM

In the area under discussion, drilled wells W-1 and
W-2 have established the hydrocarbon pools in the units I-B
and II with GSC and GWC at 2285 m and 2330 m respectively
(Fig. 3). Based on the structural mapping, and interpreted
reservoir distribution, Well W-3 was drilled as a step-out
location on the NW side of Structural culmination. Well W-3
has encountered the reservoir at the same structural level of
W-1 and produced oil @ 61 m3/d with OSC at 2331m. These
fluid anomalies i.e. reservoir sands occurring within the same
stratigraphic unit and at the same structural level without any
apparent permeability or structural barrier could not be
explained with the existing entrapment model. Existing 3D
data would be inadequate as these wells are located on the
edge of the 3D survey and imaging may not be adequate for a
reliable explanation of the observed results. However, fairly
good quality 2D seismic lines were available in this area and
were taken for the analysis. The following methodology has
been adopted to explain the anomalies:

i) Pre stack imaging in time and depth on 2D lines to
improve the structural imaging and ii) Stratigraphic
inversion of 3D post stack migrated volume using the
refined structural interpretation based on the pre stack
imaged data from above.

PRE STACK IMAGING – METHODOLOGY

The 2D seismic lines covering the Well-3 and
adjoining area were chosen to carryout the structural inversion
in time and depth domains. This is due to the reason that the
Well-3 does not fall in the fully migrated zone of the available
3D data. In general, the input data quality is fairly good. The
processing in time domain consisted of Spherical divergence
correction, surface consistent decon and balancing and residual
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migrated domain was implemented by interpreting horizons
corresponding to good acoustic impedance contrasts. Horizon
based velocity analysis was carried out along the picked levels
and fresh RMS velocity section was generated. Pre stack time
migration was rerun with this new RMS velocity. The pre stack
time migrated gathers were muted (outside as well as inside)
and stacked. Refinement of model was carried out on this
section to arrive at final model. The time migrated model was
demigrated to obtain model in the unmigrated domain. Interval
velocity estimation through Coherency Inversion was carried
out using the model in the unmigrated domain and the signal
conditioned CMP gathers. The so arrived depth – interval
velocity model was used for initial Pre Stack Depth Migration.
The obtained depth gathers are checked for flatness, muted
and restacked. Refinement of depth – interval velocity model
was done through horizon based tomography and final Pre
Stack Depth migration was implemented with the updated
interval velocity section. The depth migrated stack and gathers
were scaled back to time migrated domain for assessing the
advantages. Improvements in the structural elements were seen
in the pre stack depth migrated data (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

The Pre Stack migrated data brought out considerable
improvement in the structural imaging as compared to post
stack migrated data (Fig. 5). The post stack migrated data
shows a gentle basement high between wells W-3 and W-1
with the reservoir horizon gently draping over basement, while
the Pre stack time migration brought out a sharp linear
basement high between wells W-3 and W-1 with reservoir
horizons of wells W-3 and W-1 abetting against the basement
high on either flanks and absent over the high. The Pre stack

Figure 1: Location Map.

Figure 2 : Generalized Stratigraphy.

static corrections in two passes. (The simplified flow chart is
given in Table-1).

After this signal conditioning in the normal
reprocessing scheme, the data is subjected to pre stack time
migration. Attention is paid for the shallow levels of Tertiary
section, where streaks of limestones and progradational events
expected to cause lateral velocity changes. Initial run of pre
stack time migration was carried out using velocities picked
through vertical velocity analyses. Model building in the time

Figure 3: Log Correlation profile through wells W-3, W-1 and  W-2.
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Table. 1 :

Pre Stack Imaging Workflow

Pre-processing in time domain
Format Conversion
Trace header generation
Data conditioning
Spherical divergence correction
Surface consistent decon before stack
Surface consistent amplitude balancing
Velocity analysis(1-km)
Residual static correction (I-pass)
Residual static correction (II-pass)

Processing in Depth domain
De-migration of time migrated model and time model building
Coherency inversion & horizon velocity analysis (Vint )
Pre-stack depth migration (I-pass)
Vint refinement along horizons-Tomography
Pre-stack depth migration (II-pass)

Figure 4 : Comparison of Pre stack time migration (above) with Pre-
stack depth migration scaled to time (below). Improve-
ments in the structural definitions can be seen in the circled
area.

Figure 5 : A NW-SE section showing the post stack time migrated
(above) and Pre stack time migrated (below) results.

time migrated data along with the existing 3D data has been
used to refine the structural maps of the Pay sands (Fig.6).
The modified structural picture bring out wedge-out
entrapment model for the pay sands of well W-3 as compared
to the faulted anticlinal closer mapped from the poststack
migrated data. The envisaged geological model is shown in
Fig-7.

Stratigraphic inversion studies have been carried out
on the full 3D stack volume in and around wells W-1, 2 and 3.
Seismic, log data and interpreted horizons constrain the initial

Processing in time migrated domain
Interpretation of horizons & initial Model building
Horizon velocity analysis (Vrms)
Pre stack time migration (I-pass)
Vrms refinement along horizons
Pre stack time migration (II-pass)
Refinement of horizon interpretation
& final model building

Ý

Ý
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Structural Map at the top of pay  sand based
on post stack migrated data.

Structural Map at the top of pay sand based on
pre stack migrated data.

Figure 6

Figure 7 : Geological section through wells W-4, W-3 and W-2.
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geological model. Wavelets estimated from wells W-1, 2 and
3 were used for acoustic inversion. Stratal slices extracted
from the impedance volume (Fig-8) indicate two distinct
impedance regimes corresponding oil and gas bearing
reservoirs and enable in predicting their likely extents.

CONCLUSION

In under imaged areas of 3D surveys i.e. near edges

of the surveys, PSTM and PSDM of available 2D seismic
lines have brought out considerable improvement in structural
imaging and in understanding the mode of entrapment.
Improved imaging has brought out a narrow basement high
which otherwise could not be imaged on post stack migrated
data. The entrapment model for the pay sands was completely
modified. A wedge-out entrapment was envisaged instead of
the prevailing basement controlled anticlinal closer and which
will have a bearing on the development of the field.

Figure 8 : Impedance stratal slice within 30 ms below W-3, W-1 pay top.

Stratigraphic inversion studies based on the modified model
have brought out distinct impedance regimes for the oil and
gas sands and enabled delineating the pools.
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